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Patented behavior-based web security provides zero-hour

protection against new and emerging threats

Proactive Web Security for Enterprises of All Sizes



In addition, the following optional modules can be deployed in a fully integrated manner:

Additional Highlights
Centralized web-based management reduces overhead and accelerates provisioning
Customized reporting and logging provide IT managers with easy access to critical operational information
Easy deployment and automatic updates reduce total cost of ownership
High availability features, including Vital Security Load Balancer (optional) and cached configurations and policies,
ensure zero downtime
Scalable and modular architecture enables enterprises to scale up cost-effectively to meet expanding needs
without increasing management overhead
Compliance with regulatory initiatives such as HIPAA and GLBA

The dramatic increase in web-borne threats, such as Spyware, has
become a chief concern for enterprise network administrators. As
technologies continue to develop at a rapid pace and hackers are
motivated by business interests, attacks are becoming more clever and
stealthier in order to avoid detection. Familiar with the workings of
traditional security systems such as firewalls, anti-virus and Intrusion
Prevention/Detection products, hackers are crafting malicious code and
targeted attacks to “outsmart” such systems. Sophisticated web-borne
threats wreak havoc with corporate networks and systems, as well as
exposing organizations to identity theft, privacy liability issues and
compromised intellectual property.

Stay a Step Ahead of the Next Web-Based Attack

These sophisticated web-based threats propagate through silent
installations and drive-by downloads, often without end-user awareness.
Emerging trends and advanced techniques, such as Spyware, Pharming,
Remote Access Trojans (RATs), Botnets and Rootkits, are among the

Reactive, signature-based security solutions are only as
good as the last known virus. This exposes organizations
to dangerous attacks from unknown viruses, as well as
new types of web-based threats.

In order to protect their valuable business assets and
sustain their bottom lines, organizations require proactive
behavior-based security solutions that enable them to
take advantage of web-based technologies to drive
business, without compromising their network security
and valuable business assets.

Zero-Hour Protection Against Web Threats
Vital Security™ Web Appliance is Finjan’s
best-of-breed, proactive web security solution for

Virus Evolution

Comprehensive and Integrated Security Offering

Patented proactive behavior-based security engine for detection and blocking of unknown attacks

Zero-hour protection against known vulnerabilities through virtual patching

Anti-Spyware engine for stopping costly Spyware attacks at the enterprise gateway before they infiltrate
corporate PCs

Anti-Phishing/Pharming for prevention of identity theft

Vital Security Web Appliance includes the following fully integrated components:

Choice of industry-leading Anti-Virus engines (McAfee®, Sophos®, Kaspersky®) for protection against known viruses
Industry-leading URL Filtering engine (SurfControl®) for full control over your organization’s web browsing
Integrated protection against encrypted threats in SSL/HTTPS traffic
Optimized Vital Security Load Balancer for high availability

tools being used by hackers to take control of victim computers. Targeted attacks, aimed at stealing money
or compromising confidential information from a particular organization or computer, are very difficult to detect
using traditional security tools.

businesses and organizations. This fully integrated appliance utilizes patented behavior-based technologies
to proactively shield your network against all types of dangerous web-borne threats, including Spyware,
Phishing, viruses, worms, Trojans, and other types of malicious code. By detecting malicious and inappropriate
web content at the enterprise gateway, Finjan’s web security solution is uniquely capable of protecting
your users from unknown and emerging web threats the first time they strike. With Finjan’s web security
in place, your users can take full advantage of the web as a business tool, increasing productivity without
security worries. Vital Security Web Appliance gives enterprises the world’s best and most comprehensive
web security solution in a variety of high performance, scalable and high availability appliances.
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Virtual Patching - How It Works
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Finjan’s Proactive Behavior-Based Protection Puts an End to Your Web Security Worries

Finjan’s revolutionary Vulnerability Anti.dote™
technology protects your users against known
vulnerabilities without patches, providing an optimal
balance between powerful proactive security and
minimal patch management overhead. Based on
knowledge of new software vulnerabilities, Finjan’s
security experts create behavioral rules that enable
the Vulnerability Anti.dote scanning engines to
identify and block content that tries to exploit one
or more vulnerabilities. It allows an organization
to protect itself against browser and operating
system vulnerabilities without having to constantly
roll-out emergency patches, reducing the resources
required for patch management.

Zero-Hour Protection via Virtual Patching
against Known Vulnerabilities

Finjan’s breakthrough behavior-based technology is the
ultimate solution for your business' web security needs.
Instead of relying on reactive virus database updates,
Vital Security Web Appliance uses Finjan’s patented
behavior-based technology to determine the behavior
that a given piece of content will exhibit when loaded
into the target application, e.g. a web browser. Complex

Finjan Closes Your Window-of-Vulnerability™
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Finjan Patented Behavior-based Web Security - the most effective defense against new and unknown threats

Enterprises realize that reactive, signature-based
security solutions, e.g., Anti-Virus, are not sufficient
to combat the growing wave of complex and targeted
web-borne attacks. Since these types of solutions
require time to create and deliver a signature update
to their databases, they cannot offer immediate
protection against new, unknown attacks. This creates
a Window-of-Vulnerability™, during which enterprise
networks are exposed for hours and sometimes days
to new, rapidly spreading attacks. The potential
damage to your business from Spyware and other
web-based threats - identity and information theft,
compromised intellectual property, productivity loss,
downtime and recovery costs - is significant. Finjan's
behavior-based technology closes your Window-of-
Vulnerability™.

Addressing the Growing Web-Based Threat
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Finjan Vulnerability Anti.dote™ - zero-hour protection against known vulnerabilities

attacks, such as Spyware, easily elude packet level inspection
solutions, e.g., firewall, intrusion detection and intrusion prevention
systems, which cannot identify application-level behavior. Finjan’s
unique behavior-based web security is the ONLY solution that can
stop known and unknown web-borne threats at the gateway,
before they enter your network.



Technology Partnerships Provide
Customers with Enhanced, Best-of-Breed
Web Security
Integrating Finjan’s behavior-based security
technologies with your choice of industry-leading
Anti-Virus (McAfee, Sophos, Kaspersky) and URL
Filtering (SurfControl) engines, Finjan’s layered solution
provides enterprise users with superior protection
against malicious and inappropriate content.

Centralized Web-Based Management for Reduced TCO
Centralized management and reporting enables IT managers to set
organization-wide security policies, safeguard confidential data and
generate detailed reports from one unified management console. This
minimizes management overhead and provisioning times for
enterprises/organizations with multiple and geographically distributed
sites. Communication with the remote offices, where applicable, is
performed over a secure HTTPS connection.

Enhanced Content Management Capabilities Enable
Granular Security Policies

Finjan has been the worldwide
leader in proactive malicious
mobile code detection since 1996
Brian Burke, Research Manager, Security Products, IDC

“

“

Choosing Finjan as a key security
partner means we don’t have to
worry about Spyware
Brad Brown, VP of Information Services, REI

“

“

Enterprises are looking to
augment reactive security
products with tools that use
proactive protection technology
Diana Kelley, Senior Analyst, Burton Group

“

“

More likely than not, Spyware has already infected your company’s
computers. IDC estimates that more than 75% of all corporate machines
are infected with various forms of Spyware/Adware (Worldwide Antispyware
2006-2010 Forecast and Analysis: Boom or Bust?, June 2006), resulting
in major losses of productivity and often compromising confidential
information. Vital Security Web Appliance includes Finjan’s truly proactive
Anti-Spyware engine, which detects known and unknown Spyware through
multiple methods and blocks it at the gateway. Finjan provides the ONLY
gateway based Anti-Spyware solution capable of stopping Spyware before
it infiltrates your network.

Intelligent Spyware Prevention at the Gateway

Flexible policy management capabilities enable the easy creation of
granular policies based on customized URL lists, active content lists,
file size, direction (incoming/outgoing), and more. Rule-based security
policies utilize powerful synergies between the system’s security engines
and content management capabilities. For example, a rule can be
defined to block incoming executable files unless they come from
Microsoft Windows Update URLs, or to prevent uploads of Microsoft
Office documents to webmail sites (e.g., YahooMail, Hotmail). In this
way, granular policies can be created regarding the content/access
allowed or forbidden for any single user or group.

Finjan is the market leader with
a proven system
Richard Swann, IT Infrastructure Manager, IoD

“

“

“Finjan leads the market in
protection from malicious
mobile code
Peter Smetny-Sowa, Sr. Consultant, CGI

“

Finjan provides a proven solution
that catches web-borne threats
before they reach the network
Claude Martineau, VP of IT, Reitmans (Canada) Ltd.

“

“

Eric Ogren, Security Analyst, Enterprise Strategy Group

Proactive behavior-based detection
plays a critical role in reducing the
risk associated with web-borne
threats “

“

Proactive, Multi-Layered Anti-Spyware Protection

…a black-box security solution
that brings together the need for
protection, control, information
management, and reporting
within the boundaries of an
appliance-based offering
Andrew Kellett, Senior Research Analyst, Butler Group

“

“



NG-8100

NG-5100

NG-1100

High Availability to Ensure Zero Downtime
Vital Security Web Appliance (NG-5100 and
NG-8100) includes an optional high availability
load sharing mechanism using Finjan’s powerful
Vital Security Load Balancer. The high availability
mechanisms are transparent, providing users with
seamless security and ensuring continuous business
operations. In the event that a Finjan scanner goes
offline for maintenance or other reasons, the Load
Balancer seamlessly routes traffic to the other
online scanners, allowing users to continue business
as usual. Even if the Policy Server goes offline, the
scanners continue to operate normally using
cached configuration and policies, as well as storing
logs locally.

The Vital Security Web Appliance is available in
several form factors and deployment options in
order to best meet the needs of your organization.
The high-performance NG-5100 and NG-8100
appliances are suitable for enterprises/organizations
with up to 10,000 and up to 250,000 users,
respectively. The compact NG-1100 appliance is
recommended for smaller deployments with up to
500 users. Finjan and its partners work with each
customer to arrive at the optimal configuration for
each specific installation.

Cost-Effective, Easy-to-Deploy Solution
The system is easy to deploy and maintain, based
on a simple, wizard-driven setup. An auto-update
mechanism downloads system software, Finjan
security updates, and third party Anti-Virus
signatures from a single point of provisioning.
Vital Security Web Appliance seamlessly integrates
with your network and requires only one
interaction with the device to be up and running.

An advanced logging and reporting
mechanism offers enterprises free
choice between over 100 predefined
reports or user defined reports that
may be generated on known

information (e.g., list, actions, transactions, policy,
rule, filter, etc). Scanners accumulate transaction
information and download to a central logging
server. The extensive reporting and logging
capabilities provide IT managers with 360-degree
visibility of web traffic, facilitating fine-tuning of
security policies and regulatory compliance.

X-Ray mode is a unique feature that
allows enterprises to test new rules in
off-line mode on live traffic, before
applying the new rule. Rules activated
in X-ray mode are transparent to users, but create
a log entry. This allows the administrator to run
“what-if” scenarios in order to make sure that
policy changes would not have unforeseen effects
on the organization or constrain business
operations.

Full Range of Web Security Appliances
for Optimized Network Performance

X-Ray Mode

Flexible and Secure Deployment Options
to Fit Your Network Topology
While the Vital Security Web Appliance is a self-
contained system, the deployment options are
very flexible. For example, large enterprises with
remote offices can deploy the NG-8100 blade
server appliance at company headquarters, while
the smaller branch offices access the Internet via
the NG-5100 or NG-1100 appliance. In such a
configuration, all appliances are managed as an
integral part of the same system by the unified
management console at headquarters. The local
appliances communicate the logs back to the
Logging Server on the main blade server appliance
at the central location. To ensure system security
in NG-8100 blade server deployments, the Policy
Server blade is connected to the secure corporate
LAN side of the network, totally insulated from the
scanning blades which are in the DMZ.

Hardened Vital Security™

Operating System (VSOS)
The appliance includes its own operating system,
based on a hardened, secure version of Linux.
VSOS is specially configured and optimized to
deliver the highest possible performance. Updates
to VSOS are performed as an integral part of the
Vital Security automatic update mechanism,
eliminating the need for OS patch management.

The NG-5100 and NG-8100 appliances are compliant
with the EU RoHS Directive.

Customized Logging and Reporting for
Immediate Access to Network Information



Vital Security™ Web Appliance - Proactive and Comprehensive Web Security

Patented Behavior-based
Content Inspection

Vulnerability Anti.dote

Anti-Spyware Protection

Anti-Phishing/Pharming
Protection

Anti-Virus Protection (McAfee,
Sophos, Kaspersky) - optional

URL Filtering and Content
Control (SurfControl) -
optional

Flexible Policy Management

Customized reporting and
logging

Full ICAP standard compliance

Integrated support for
SSL/HTTPS traffic - optional

High Availability (NG-5100
and NG-8100)

Scalability

“Hardened” Linux operating
system

Proactively protects networks against web threats
by monitoring actual code behavior and blocking
any action that violates corporate security policies

Identifies and blocks content that tries to exploit
known software vulnerabilities

Uses behavior-based content inspection, Active
Content behavior profiles and URL lists to stop
Spyware at the gateway

Uses multiple technologies to block
Phishing/Pharming attacks at gateway

Detects and catches known viruses attempting to
enter the network via the web

Filters web traffic based on content category, specific
URL and time of day

Rule-based engine with intuitive GUI for creation of
security policies

Over 100 standard reports, customizable user-defined
reports, and full logging tailored to the needs of
enterprises

Interoperable with third party proxies (e.g., Cisco,
NetApp, Blue Coat) and appliances

Detects malicious content in SSL-encrypted traffic
and enforces SSL certificates

Integrated Load Balancer options + hot swap
mechanism for all critical components

Unlimited number of appliances can be deployed
per Load Balancer (NG-5100); add scanner blades
as needed to appliance chassis (NG-8100)

Ensures that appliance is secure “out of the box”,
optimized for higher performance and supports
automated updates

ONLY solution on market that can identify the
“true” behavior of active content and protect
against unknown threats

Immunizes all desktops from vulnerabilities without
the need for constant patch management

ONLY gateway based solution that operates at the
application-level to block both unknown and known
Spyware, securing your valuable information assets

Prevent identity theft and corporate liability
associated with Phishing attacks

Brand-name line of defense against known viruses

Full control over web content entering network for
improved productivity and network performance

Enables granular security policies per user or group
of users

Empowers organizations to monitor ROI and trends,
and to accurately adjust security policies as their
company grows

Increased performance and flexibility in deployment
with existing network devices

Protects your users from encrypted threats in
webmail and other SSL traffic

Optimized system performance and zero downtime

Enables enterprises to scale up cost-effectively to
meet expanding needs

Rapid and error-free installation with minimum IT
involvement

Technology Solution Benefit

For Additional Information
For more information, please visit www.finjan.com
or contact our regional offices:
San Jose, USA
Toll Free: 1 888 FINJAN 8 (1 888 346 5268)
Tel: +1 408 452 9700
Email: salesna@finjan.com
New York
Tel: +1 212 681 4410
Email: salesna@finjan.com

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1252 511118
Email: salesuk@finjan.com
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)89 673 5970
Email: salesce@finjan.com

Asia Pacific
Tel: +972 (0)9 864 8200
Email: salesapac@finjan.com

Israel
Tel: +972 (0)9 864 8200
Email: salesis@finjan.com

Finjan’s Family of Best-of-Breed Web Security Appliances

Finjan - Securing Your Web
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